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01 - THE CLIENT 

Fiori Institute of Skin & Body

Fiori Institute of Skin & Body are a cosmetic clinic with two locations in Brisbane, Australia. 

Offering a range of skin and body treatments, the experienced team at Fiori Institute of Skin 

& Body is made up of dermatologists, nurses, beauty therapists and cosmetic physicians.

Fiori’s mission is to allow their patients to be the very best version of themselves.  This is 

done through the highest quality treatment, the very latest equipment and technology, 

and exceptional service. From both their Chermside and Garden City clinics, Fiori is able to 

provide their services to a wider demographic across Brisbane and surrounding areas.

Having just expanded to a second practice in Chermside, Fiori sought the assistance of Five 

Star Clinics to not only help promote this new clinic, but to create greater brand awareness 

for Fiori Institute of Skin & Body as a whole.

With this knowledge, Five Star Clinics implemented a targeted digital strategy with a focus 

on online advertising and marketing automation.



02 - THE PROBLEM

The Problem

When beginning work with Fiori Institute of Skin & Body, it wasn’t necessarily that Fiori was 

experiencing a problem with their digital strategy, more so that they needed assistance to 

refine and make their strategy more effective.

From the outset, the focus of the campaign revolved around promoting the opening of a new 

Chermside clinic. It was apparent that Fiori had no previous consistent online advertising 

presence and apart from an organic following on Facebook and through the existing clinic, 

they had no means of promoting the new Chermside clinic.

This lack of online advertising presence meant that Fiori also found it difficult to collect 

and manage leads through online channels. Existing patients were more likely to remain 

patients at the Garden City clinic due to convenience and familiarity. Therefore, advertising 

the new Chermside clinic to existing patients would not have been as effective as targeting 

potential new patients who were more likely to visit a clinic in Chermside or its surrounding 

suburbs.

As a brand that is heavily focused on the aesthetic of itself and its patients, the need for 

online advertising to convey this was very important.



03 - THE SOLUTION

The Solution

As previously stated, Five Star Clinics initial goal was to implement an online advertising 

strategy that would both promote the new Chermside clinic and convince new patients to 

book a consultation.

From the outset, Five Star Clinics launched advertising campaigns on Facebook and Google 

AdWords with both ads linking to the same landing page. 

Whilst the AdWords ad was text based, the Facebook ad was a single image with text. The 

reason for this variance was so that the ads could be split tested to find out which type of ad 

worked best and which platform responded better in terms of the number of consultation 

bookings received.
Freeze The Fat Away From $399 

Fiori Institute Chermside

www.fioricoolsculpting.com
The Non-invasive Way To Effectively 

Reduce Body Fat Avail At Westfield 

Chermside

Approved Coolsculpting Chermside Coolsculpting

Advertisement Status Campaign Name Ad Group



Due to the nature of ad performance on Google AdWords, the AdWords budget was almost 

twice as much per day than the Facebook advertising budget. These initial ad groups were 

all targeted toward promoting the new Chermside clinic and bringing potential patients in 

for a consultation.

After a few months both the ads and the overall strategy changed. To complement the 

marketing automation strategy implemented by Five Star Clinics, ads were revised to 

convince people to download the CoolSculpting guide.

This allowed the promotion of CoolSculpting at Fiori Institute of Skin & Body to people who 

had not heard of them before, whilst obtaining their contact details when they downloaded 

the guide. By having these contact details, Five Star Clinics could market and remarket Fiori’s 

services to these people in order to eventually convert the person into a patient.



04 - THE RESULTS

Results

After split testing the ads for both Facebook and Google AdWords, we found that although 

the budget was almost twice as much for AdWords, the Facebook ads were achieving 250% 

more conversions than the AdWords ads.

We were able to attribute this to the fact that the Facebook ads included a visual element 

and also allowed us to target more specific segments than AdWords. Because the ads were 

promoting aesthetic treatments and as a brand, Fiori Institute of Skin & Body has a strong 

brand image the visual element of the ads were more enticing for the consumer than text 

based ads through AdWords.

Due to this reason, most of the online advertising strategy became focused on Facebook 

ads. At present, Fiori Institute of Skin & Body receives a 26% conversion rate for guide 

downloads, directly through promotion via Facebook ads.  

The advantage of directing patients to book a consultation or to download a guide through 

Facebook advertising also allows Five Star Clinics to track conversions for Fiori. Having exact 

conversion figures that can be viewed by the team allows Fiori to direct their advertising 

budget toward specific campaigns that are achieving results rather than spending on ads 

blindly, without any indication that the ads are actually working.

After split testing and refining ad types, advertising platforms and targeting, Fiori Institute 

of Skin & Body now have a consistent amount of guide download and consultation bookings 

through Facebook advertising each month. These conversions help to justify keeping both a 

female-targeted and male-targeted ad running for their most popular few treatments.

After six months, Fiori Institute of Skin & Body’s monthly online advertising conversions has 

increased by 750%.



05 - WHATS NEXT

What’s Next For Fiori Institute of Skin & Body?

We have started marketing events for their procedures. We have used Facebook advertising 

and event groups to drive guests to the page for registrations and interest.  

This one to many model is helping get the Fiori team in front of a big group of people so 

they can share their knowledge, experience and expertise effectively and efficiently. Have a 

look at our first event by clicking the envelope below.

You’re Invited

https://www.facebook.com/events/377110276084086/


07 - FIVE STAR CLINICS

Five Star Clinics

Five Star Clinics was established to help great practices and passionate doctors become truly 

extraordinary in this fast-changing climate. We have been established on three continents 

for over two decades, and our team of Five Star Specialists have a combined 80+ years 

experience in the healthcare field. 

Whether you’re a start-up needing a brand, a website, video, and some serious SEO support, 

or your practice is stuck in the dark ages and needs to take a massive step forward in 

all things digital like social media, content marketing, marketing automation, reputation 

management, email marketing and online advertising, we can help. It doesn’t end 

there though. 

At Five Star Clinics we take marketing a step further by showing you and your staff how to 

manage the leads generated by all these activities, and streamline your interactions with 

them to convert as many as possible into paying patients who will tell their friends about 

your clinic and treatments.

Go beyond marketing. Let Five Star Clinics help you and your 
practice become truly extraordinary; truly Five Star.

CONTACT FIVE STAR CLINICS

https://fivestar.stagingsurfpacific.com/become-a-client/
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